SOLUTION ARCHITECT ADVISORY
Accelerating time to success

ESSENTIALS

- Accelerate success with moving to a cloud native platform
- Trained, knowledgeable resources available on demand
- Skills transfer to your staff

Business Challenges
Organizations often need additional assistance with deploying or operationalizing Pivotal Cloud Foundry due to a lack of resources, in-house knowledge or familiarity with best practices when moving to cloud platforms.

Service Description
The Solution Architect Advisory service is designed to accelerate your success with moving to a cloud native platform by pairing our experts with a partner’s delivery team to plan, implement, customize, use, and scale the platform to meet a customer’s needs. By working together we improve project outcomes and maximize on-the-job skills enablement.

An expert Solution Architect will work on a prioritized backlog with designated project anchors from your organization during a period of at least two (2) weeks. Actual work is tailored against the customer’s objectives and actively prioritized by your project’s anchor to ensure investments align to what’s most important.

Depending on the scope, the Solution Architect Advisory service can be used over a minimum two-week engagement. Solution Architects contracts can be added in two-week increments (i.e., purchase three two-week increments for a six-week engagement) and are intended to serve as part of a customer’s delivery team.

Summary of Benefits
Solution Architect Advisory service represents an ideal solution for organizations looking for an architect to assist with deploying or operationalizing a cloud native platform while enabling your own employees with new skills. This service helps ensure that architecture and your implementation roadmap are aligned with cloud native best practices.